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The New Library: An Integrated Service Model
Abstract:
The constantly evolving digital technologies have introduced exciting possibilities for library services
while introducing new challenges for libraries in our contemporary academic environment. The UNL
library system has sought to keep up with the demands of new technology, while retaining some of the
core values of library services that have always valued focused and specific attention to the needs of its
users. This presentation will explore some of the dynamic service possibilities that are becoming parts
of our integrated model of service to scholars at our university. These include the Digital Commons,
the new data Management Services, the Federal Depository Library Program, our E‐Text services and
the Foundation Center Grants Database, along with our more traditional services like document
delivery, Faculty Workshops and our various collaborative programs with other units of the
university. By integrating advanced digital technological skills and traditional service protocols that
involve close interaction with our key clients, we are effectively establishing a model for the relevance of
the library for the future.
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UNL Libraries
Your Liaison Librarian
Lorna Dawes | Liaison to the Discipline Based Educational
Research (DBER) Group | Liaison for Science Literacy | First
Year Experience & Learning Communities |
402-472-4408 |ldawes2@unl.edu|426 Love Library Rm.

Improved
Services and Spaces
Delivery/Interlibrary Loan:
• Free scanning of articles and book chapters from UNL collections.
• 24hr deliver of most items from UNL Libraries.
• Delivery time within 7 business days for most items from other libraries.
• Delivery to UNL Buildings
U-Borrow: Search catalogs and request loans directly from CIC member libraries.
Contact - Delivery/Interlibrary Loan

One Button Studio
A simple video recording studio that can create high quality video projects without prior video
production knowledge. Reservations can be made through Love Library Media Services Desk on
the second floor Link area. More information @ http://its.unl.edu/onebutton

Coming in December 2015
Love Library Learning Commons
• Love Coffee- Drinks, Sandwiches vending machines, microwave.
• Answer Bar- Technology and Research help in one place.
• Digital Learning Center-students can participate in computer-aided self study.
• Technology rich individual and group study spaces.
Keep up-to-date @ Learning Commons Webpage

Increased Support
Workshops & Consultations-Undergraduates
These workshops are offered several times during September/October and February/March
from 3-5pm in Love Library Instruction Rooms. Go to Quick Tips Sessions for the current
Schedule. Workshops are also offered for classes or groups on request.

‘Quick Tips’ Workshops
•How to Read Long Articles- Gives students strategies that will help them read peerreviewed research articles.
•Finding the “Good Stuff on the Web”- Students learn how to find and evaluate
information on the web. How to find open sources databases and journals, and how to use
Google more efficiently to find relevant sources.
•Save Time & Organize- Introduces students to ‘Citation Management Software’ and gives
tips on how to organize references and citations.
•Find it Fast and Finish the Paper on Time- Shows students how to use the library
databases and how to identify and find peer-reviewed articles.

Research Coaching
Individual help for students who are having trouble finding the information they need for
assignments and projects.
Contact:
Lorna Dawes | 402-472-4408 |ldawes2@unl.edu|426 Love Library Rm.
Library Instruction General Information at http://libraries.unl.edu/instruction-unl-libraries

Increased Support
Workshops & Consultations-Faculty and Graduate Students
Citation Management Software: Introductory and Advance sessions- individual or
group.
Mendeley & RefWorks Lorna Dawes | 472-4408 | ldawes2@ul.edu
Zotero- Erica DeFrain | 473-5245 |edefrain@unl.edu
Endnote – Andrea Dinkelman |472-3004 |adinkelman10@unl.edu
Copyright Fair Use and Authors Rights.
Covers US Copyright Law, Author Rights and protecting your Intellectual Property. How to
make copyright work in your favor, what to do , what to avoid, when to push back and
when to run away and life to fight another day.
Paul Royster | 472-3628 | proyster2@unl.edu
Measuring the Impact of your Research:
How to document the citation of your research using various metrics, and evaluate which
metrics best describe the impact of your work .
Andrea Dinkelman |472-3004 |adinkelman10@unl.edu
Foundation Center for Grant Seekers
Individual and Group consultations on how to use the Foundations Grant database to
locate.
Lorna Dawes | 472-4408 |ldawes2@ul.edu

Research Support
Faculty and Graduate Students

Digital Commons@University of Nebraska-Lincoln
This repository is a collaborative service of the University of Nebraska - Lincoln libraries. Faculty,
researchers, and students associated with the University of Nebraska-Lincoln are invited to deposit
digital materials for long-term preservation and world-wide electronic accessibility. For assistance in
depositing documents or for more information regarding the Digital Commons.
Contact: Paul Royster, 306 Love Library | 402 472-3628,|l proyster@unl.edu,
Sue Ann Gardner, 302 Love Library | 402 472-2535 | sgardner2@unl.edu.

More information @

/digitalcommons.unl.edu/

Data Management
UNL Libraries provide several services to assist in research data management:
Consultations: Receive guidance on writing data management plans and managing datasets
Workshops: We offer data management workshops throughout the year. Researchers can also request a
workshop for their department, students, research team etc.
•An overview of data management
•Locating and evaluating data repositories
•Citing datasets
•File format best practices
UNL Data Repository & Registry: UNL Libraries maintain the UNL Data Repository
@ https://dataregistry.unl.edu/ where researchers can deposit up to 50GB of data free, for preservation
and sharing.
Contact : Jenny Thoegersen | | jthoegersen2@unl.edu. More information @ http://libraries.unl.edu/datamanagement

